
PAPER & RUNNING ORDER - VNS MATRIX - ICA 

Lights up (dim) 

'Sex, Trance & Dance' - play tape while audience enter 
(approx 5 mins) 

Sound samples, played from the stage 
(approx 1 min) 

Slide 'Fallen' 

Josephine - Intro 

We, the VNS Matrix (Josephine Starrs, Julianne Pierce, Francesca da Rimini 
and Virginia Barratt) emerged from the cyberswamp during a steamy 
Southern Australian Summer circa 1991, on a mission to hijack the toys from 
technocowtwDys and remap cyt)erculture with a feminist bent. VNS Matrix 
create hybrid electronic artworks which ironically integrate theory and 
popular culture. 

Slide'Bitch' 

VNS Matrix have come to electronic art through photography, film, video, 
music, performance, writing, feminism and cultural theory. The impetus of 
the group is to investigate and decipher the narratives of domination and 
control which surround high technological culture, and explore the 
construction of social space, identity and sexuality in cyberspace. 

Slide'Beg' 

Our first endeavour was more profit driven than altruistic, however, as we 
intended to create saleable sexart for girls. Sadly, the Australian girlporn 
cartel did not payoff, and we turned our libidinal drives towards machines. 

•Beg & Gen' video plays 
(approx 5 mins) 

Slide'Billboard' 

Francesca - Manifesto Reading 
0 

Jules - Billboard introduction 



Julianne - Deconstruction of the image 

The blasphemous text of the Manifesto, supported by the fantastical 
beastwoman, is a heraldic representation of our feminist lineage. 

The idea of cyborg hybridisation is central to k Cyberfeminist Manifesto for 
the 21st Cenfury where we created the image of a hybrid cross-fertilisation 
between a e|o»©r female figure and a crustacean exoskeleton. This figure of 
defiance, with impenetrable armour and malevolent horn is reminiscent of 
Haraways ideas of transgressing boundaries and potent fusions. It implies 
female gender, but at the same time moves towards a representation of 
transgendered asexuality. 

In attempting to create an image of future woman' we, in fact, had great 
difficulties. How would a woman of the not-too distant future look? Would 
she be an aggressive power dresser with cropped hair, would she wear a 
Gaultier lurex cat-suit with conical breast-plate or would she have Stelarc-
like robotic prosthetics enhancing various parts of her body? In making the 
image, we decided to go with a more playful sci-fi type creature suggesting a 
post-gender hybrid. The string of DNA behind the image could imply that 
genetic engineering may result in perverse bug/human creatures crawling 
from a post-apocalyptic genetic haze, but we prefer to imagine that DNA 
could be altered to create resilient and defiant non-specific gendered 
creatures. 

Through imaging a hypothetical creature, we refer to the science-fiction 
gothic imagination which creates a future full of strange beings, species 
cross-polinisation and scientific in-breeding. 'Pod woman' (as she is 
affectionately known) talks to the literary and visual imagination which 
(inspired by medical, scientific and technological developments) creates 
visions of what our future may be like. 'Future woman' for us is certainly not 
the offspring of an unimaginable coupling, but rather we are constructing 
future woman' through an exploration of gender, identity, multiplicity and 
biological indeterminism. 

Slide 'Infiltrate' 
Virginia - Some Politics 

Working in the site which is called technology finds us treading an 
ambiguous path, fielding rhetoric which is generally polarised between 
Utopian futurism and cynical ambivalence. There is a notion that women who 
use the "tools of the patriarchy" occupy a problematic position by "buying in 
to the system" 

We believe that it would be counter productive, and even dangerous to 
refuse to "use the tools of the patriarchy", or to deal with Big 
Daddy...especially when these tools have the power to, and have indeed 
changed the way we think about concepts such as speed, truth, space, time 
and very fundamentally, our bodies and our minds. 

This approach to using technology does not and cannot deny the gendered 
and political nature of computer culture. Rather it is a relationship to 
machines which is fonward looking and self fulfilling. Seeing women as part 



of, and creators of the technological future, working comfortably with 
machines, rather than anticipating a repetition of the historical story of 
oppression and inaccessibility to knowledge and technics. 

Much has been written about cyberspace (a term which is uselessly 
overcoded by now...but an easy reference...) as a viable and necessary 
cultural and social place for women to colonise...and the necessity for 
women to learn how to use the tools of the dominant computer culture if they 
are not to be, once again, written out of history...people like Donna Haraway, 
Sandy Stone and Sadie Plant (just to reference a few of our sheroes) have 
talked about the machines of technology as self-governing systems, 
overturning, in unexpected and viral ways, the systems of control and 
domination... ; 

Women who hijack technology and subvert its use, in this case with a 
feminist cultural strategy, introduce a rupture into a highly systematised 
culture. They infect the machines with radical thought which has the power 
to divert them from their intended purpose - an imperative of world control 
and domination - linear top down mastery... 

We are self-defined feminists, genus cyber. We use the word often and ..^^MAA. 'fWv^ k 
deliberately, despite the embattled zone which feminismjiasbecorne^ ^. 
impossible for us to abandon the feminist project.'Swfiich will be re l eva r i f as—v '̂ ^̂ •̂̂ ^̂  1 ^ 
long as women slave in sweatshops making the silicon chips which are used -^CM^^ i/ic 
in technologies of control. We fight against intractable dogma, and pursue a ^ \ 
feminism which embraces difference, confusion, contradiction and tension, O 
maintaining a relevance to real world issues. Feminism's history is one of ' 
political activism, and we claim that lineage. We move with it outside of the * 
sombre halls of the institution and comfortable shoes, encouraging a 
proliferation of feminisms, never imagining that we can define what it is for 
all women, only for ourselves. 

Play tape at low volume 

Slide 'Paisley' 

Francesca - The Contested Zone 

Slide 'All New Gen' title frame 

Virginia - Intro to All New Gen 

To aid us in our mission of infiltration we have created All New Gen, anarcho 
cyberterrorist and agent of the new woi Id disorder. ANG and her band of 
renegade DNA Sluts, Patina de Panties, Dentata and the Princess of Slime, 
are the saboteurs of Big Daddy Mainframe. They tangle with a motley crew 
of techno mutants and data deviants on their quest, the most virulent being 
Circuit Boy, a dangerous techno bimbo and BDM's sidekick. In one smooth 
manoeuvre our sheroes perform a major morph on the bimbo's extremely 
sizeable tool and take the shine off his texture map. Their mission is 
treacherous, but our sheroes with attitude find some time out for pleasurable 
distraction... 



Slides 'All New Gen' 

Josephine - Development of the interactive and discussion of slides 

Fran - Map, Contested Zone, Alpha Bar 

Virginia - DNA Sluts, Battle, 

Julianne - Cortex Crones, Bliss, 

Slide 'Poster' 

Francesca - ACCA POSTER PROJECT 

Suck my code 

Masked as an ambiguous poster ad, perhaps for a psibaslut CD . . . or a 
promise of cosmetic rejuvenation through clinically-tested Photoshop 
La Prairie filters . . . or another angle on safer sex, and plastered on 
buildings and illuminated busshelters around the moneyed spires of 
MeltKJurne, our mission to spike the machine with slime continued. 

The clitoris is a direct line to the matrix 

The tender keypads of an infinite number of CIA agents - renegade 
ir-replicunts from a nationless Cunt Intelligence Agency - we propose 
Generation XX - not dazed and confused but unphased and purposeful. 
An itching interface, impelling us to get our grubby hands on the machines, 
stick our fingers in the holes, slide our cunts around the scanners, do 
whatever comes to mind to fuck with Big Daddy Mainframe's co-ordinates of 
power and control. 

A fluid possession from within rather than simple repositioning could be the 
ultimate aim of our pathogenic vectors. 

There are no right angles in spiralspace. 

The future is unmanned 

The cyberfeminist project claims the imaginal spaces of genepools, 
datascapes and slimeworlds as sites for the projection of multiple possible 
futures . . . all of them "unmanned". Simultaneously unravelling redundant 
codes and replacing basic witti elegant, our uncontrollable urge for data theft 
inspired a hit 'n run - cut n' paste on Sadie Plant's line... "Woman's 
emergence is man's emergency ... the future is unmanned." 



/ replicate ttierefore I am 

Spiralling through a quintillian XY-coded genes in a retrograde present tense 
ever defined by ones and zeros, the viral Intel of the new world disorder 
permeates the technologised mucous membranes of smartskinned data 
deviants and polyclad clones alike, infecting genetic and social codes, 
irrevocably altering masculinist programs. 

This virus is way out of control, a festering cold sore on the lips of the 
patriarch. Kissing will never be the same. 

Data projector - 'Corpus Fantastica Moo' 

Virginia - Introduction to Corpus FantasticaMOO 

We are continuing our interrogation of the codes of popular technologies 
with a textual project 'CorpusfantasticaMOO' which uses the Internet as its 
point of reference, the worldwide electronic communication network or the 
'information superhighway', the biggest daddy of them all. 

ly/IOOs (multi-user domain, object oriented) are text based virtual 
communities which grew out of dungeons and dragons role playing games. 
These communities exist dotted across the globe, some in basements and 
bedrooms, some in institutions, and are linked by the Internet, each MOO 
has its own purpose, some social, some sexual, and individuals gather to 
explore the worlds they created by words, each user utilising an idiosyncratic 
'language and imaging vocabulary. An environment which doesn't have a 
igraphical user interface may seem like a primitive environment for the 
realisation of visualisation. While this text-based environment discriminates 
Against those who are not literate (and I am researching the development of 
symbolic languages on the net...)...I find it much more liberating than a 
graphical user interface, where you are locked into a programmers 
aesttietic.and may have to find your fantasies played out in 256 colours 
with bit mapped graphics...In these environments, one can move through an 
extraordinary number of scripted/programmed environments in which the 
only limitation is the users/creators imagination...and their ability to 
transgress their own social and cultural programs, which is where our 
critique begins... 


